
The Reality Ride (Song 1)

I’m on the reality ride, when I’m gonna crash I look inside 
Myself for the strength and I know I can get by
Reality ride, freedom and self-respect 
and opportunity, you know I will collect

Sitting at home bored out of my mind-
Breaking rules and acting crazy just to kill some time
I’m on the easy, fast track straight to nowhere
Why should I even try? No one even really cares

Hey now, why you wanna play that game?
Your lying, screaming, fighting, stealing, crying is all the same
You say that no one cares? Well, me and you makes two who do
So take the harder track and stay out of the loop

On the reality ride, when I’m gonna crash I look inside 
Myself for the strength and I know I can get by
Reality ride, freedom and self-respect 
and opportunity you know I will collect

I guess I can see where my choices will lead me
The quick and easy track is only out to deceive me
No more hitting the wall, no more taking the fall
My wheels may not be squeaky clean but I am having a ball 

On the reality ride, when I’m gonna crash I look inside 
Myself for the strength and I know I can get by
Reality ride, freedom and self-respect 
and opportunity, you know I will collect
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Harder but worth it
What would motivate you to ride here?
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What choices will
give you . . .

Who can support you?
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Your challenges . . .
Home:

School:

Peers:

Start ride over

            Peers
       School
 Home

• Frustrated
• Confused
• Angry
• Scared
• You keep getting
  the same results

What problems do
you keep having
over and over?

“Hit the wall”

“Reality”
Consequences of the crash

Will these things give you lasting
 Opportunity?
 Freedom?
 Self-respect?

More Options

Goal:

Things that get you
in trouble . . .

What will your reality
be when you ride here?
At Home:

At School:

With Peers:

In Future:

OpportunityFreedomSelf-Respect


